Ladies and Gentleman!

On the occasion of the International Dance Day, the Institute of Music and Dance will organise for the second time the ‘tańczMY’ action. The goal of the action is to unite the dance community around the idea of celebrating the International Dance Day. We invite institutions, non-governmental organisations, informal artistic groups and individuals to apply and mark their events with the logo of the ‘tańczMY’ action. As part of the cooperation, the Institute offers promotional and media support for the submitted events as well as small gadgets with the logo of the ‘tańczMY’ action. We also plan to conduct contests on social media.

We have recently completed the first call for events. Currently, 37 events are planned to take place in 23 cities in Poland. We are waiting for further applications until mid-April. Of course, due to the situation related to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, we are not able to predict at this moment which events will actually take place and in what form.
Nevertheless, we do hope that the planned activities can be carried out as planned.
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